ENABLE A MODERN
APPROACH TO RETAIL
AND HOSPITALITY
DELIVERING OMNI-CHANNEL SUCCESS AND A
SEAMLESS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE WITH iPad
A guide from Softcat, an Apple Authorised Reseller
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FACILITATING OMNI-CHANNEL SUCCESS

WHAT’S IN STORE
FOR RETAIL AND
HOSPITALITY?
In recent years, we’ve seen a seismic shift in
consumer behaviours within retail and hospitality.
The proliferation of online shopping and
experiences has forced physical locations to
think of new ways to remain relevant. But that’s
not necessarily a bad thing – there’s now a real
opportunity for differentiation.
High street stores and bricks-and-mortar venues
still have an important role to play. People will
always desire basic human experiences, such as
the simple act of trying on a new pair of shoes.
Service-led businesses like restaurants will always
host people physically because of our love for
going out for dinner. And we will always continue

to be wowed and intrigued by interactive and
immersive experiences at events.
The question, then, is how to enable a modern
approach to retail and hospitality. Recently,
many businesses have accelerated their digital
transformation – which is crucial for future
success. Blending digital and physical channels
enables things like self-checkout capabilities for
seamless interactions; clear stock understanding for
improved availability; and a deeper understanding
of consumer behaviours for better customer service.
Customer experience will always be vital to retail
and hospitality businesses, and an omni-channel
approach is the key to optimising it.

Providing a variety of channels to engage with
an organisation not only improves the customer
experience, but it also increases sales and traffic,
boosts customer loyalty and provides richer data
– which can then be used to gain a better insight
into the business.
According to Harvard Business Review, 73% of
all customers use multiple channels during their
purchase journey1. But let’s not confuse multichannel with omni-channel. Unlike multi-channel,
which is simply a case of selling products to

customers through different online and offline
channels, omni-channel connects all channels
seamlessly.
Technology in this area is therefore key to success
– specifically, technology that has the power to
simplify actions and create more efficient outcomes.
And this is where iPad comes in. iPad can be used
in many different ways within bricks-and-mortar
stores, helping both large and small retail and
hospitality businesses offer enhanced shopping to
their customers.

"

The customer experience has
evolved dramatically in recent
years, but an approach that
offers a range of different ways
to engage, enabled by the right
technology, can deliver a myriad
of exciting benefits.”
Adam Harding
Chief Technologist: Digital Workspace, Softcat

1 https://hbr.org/2017/01/a-study-of-46000-shoppers-shows-that-omnichannel-retailing-works
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ENABLING
A MODERN
APPROACH
WITH iPad
iPad is being used in business more and more
today. Within the retail and hospitality sectors
specifically, it provides an effective and
easy-to-use way of connecting a multitude of
physical and digital worlds for a seamless,
enhanced customer experience.

"

In addition to the value retained over the
lifetime of an iPad, innovative financing
options from Apple Financial Services
mean you can account for the high
residual value of Apple devices up front
to keep costs low.”
Richard White
Apple Business Manager, Softcat

POWERFUL APPS

INTUITIVE AND
FAMILIAR

SECURE BY
DESIGN

iPad is simple-to-use and
ready to go for instant
productivity and impact within
customer-facing front-of-house
scenarios as well as back-ofhouse operational use cases,
both of which are explored
across the following pages

Discover integrated security
and privacy at every point,
from the system itself to the
data on the device and the
network, right up to the apps
that are created and installed

STABLE OPERATING
SYSTEM

SEAMLESS
WORKFLOW

MULTIPLE
CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS

MORE
AFFORDABLE

iPadOS enables the creation
of tailored solutions that
unlock new business
opportunities and integrates
easily with existing app
ecosystems, for example point
of sale (POS)

Start something on one device
and instantly pick it up on
another with Apple Handoff,
and mark up documents
intuitively with the effortlessly
compatible Apple Pencil

Benefit from both Wi-Fi
and cellular connectivity to
communicate with the rest of
the business with ease

A worldwide network of repair
providers and simple software
updates mean that Apple
products retain significant
value over their lifecycle,
while Apple Financial Services
deliver tailored, predictable
financial solutions

ACCESSIBILITY

APPLE BUSINESS CHAT

iPad is for everyone. Vision,
Mobility, Hearing and
Cognitive features are built
into the iPadOS and make
it possible to customise and
adapt iPad to the needs of the
user.

Connect your company and
customers seamlessly in
Messages. Using Business Chat
makes it easier than ever for
customers to ask you questions,
schedule appointments and
even complete transactions
directly from their iPhone, iPad,
Mac and Apple Watch.

APPLE MUSIC FOR
BUSINESS

iPad’s native apps such as FaceTime, Calendar,
Mail and Siri help to aid collaboration and boost
employee productivity. Apple devices are also
optimised for the Swift programming language,
which makes bespoke app development not
only possible, but simple too. Once your app is
developed, it can be hosted privately on the App
Store, so you can reap the benefits of Apple’s
distribution platform without making your app
visible to the public.

Create more opportunities for
customers to engage with your
brand. Play licensed, handselect tracks that help develop
a custom sound for your
business that customers can
listen to, share, and enjoy.
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THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE:

RETAIL FRONT-OF-HOUSE
Efficient runners – if a customer
requests to try a particular
product, the message can go
direct to runners in the stockroom

Visual merchandising –
iPad gives managers access
to planograms to ensure
stock is correctly displayed

Expert advice – staff can quickly
perform side-by-side feature
comparisons to help customers
make informed decisions
Augmented reality – consumer
apps featuring ARKit enable
customers to ensure furniture is the
perfect fit for their home

Mobile POS – enable a fully
functional POS system with just
an iPad and a card reader,
and streamline purchasing by
enabling customers to checkout
away from the main tills

Fast product look up –
staff can immediately access
product insights by scanning the
barcode with the iPad camera

Click and collect – iPad simplifies
the process of checking customer ID
and identifying packages

Customer engagement –
iPad is ideal for collecting
customer data and
conducting surveys quickly
and without fuss
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THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE:

HOSPITALITY FRONT-OF-HOUSE
Self-service –
enable customers or
event attendees to
check in or out as
part of a specifically
designed experience,
or during peak times

Digital food safety – move
from paper checklists and
binders to digital food safety
with an easy-to-use apps that
are compatible with iPad

Social media – engage
customers directly from the
venue, in real-time, and
generate interest in an event

Connected managers – iOS
apps enable managers to
effectively communicate across
the event, venue or business

Entertainment – facilitate things
like in-room usage or at-the-table
ordering; easily create bespoke
options for different experiences

Managing service – manage
reservations and tables via
iPad and bring the service out
from behind the desk

Customer engagement – use
the iPad to upsell key products or
provide exclusive offers, and overlay
advertising at the same time

Kerbside ordering – as more
customers move to online
ordering, enable kerbside
ordering with iPad and a
choice of apps available via
the App Store
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THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE:

RETAIL AND HOSPITALITY
BACK-OF-HOUSE

Smart site decisions – iPad
provides managers with
instant insights for profitable
and practical expansion

Schedule
management – iPad
enables smoother room
preparation for hotels
and seamless worker
shift management

Stock control – quickly
conduct inventory
management and tracking
of stock via RFID or barcode

Fast shelf replenishment
– iPad enables floor staff to
communicate with stockroom,
backroom or warehouse staff
to ensure shelves, bars and
resources stay fully stocked
Consistent store/site inspections
– iPad gives facilities managers
access to mobile checklists to
standardise store or site inspections
Social media advocacy
– personal stylists can
share collections via
social media to build
ongoing relationships;
events managers can post
videos to promote the
occasion
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THE ART OF THE POSSIBLE:

PEOPLE IN RETAIL
AND HOSPITALITY

Effective recruitment –
iPad gives managers access
to candidate profiles and the
ability to document process

Optimised manager communication
– iPad allows managers to communicate
detailed management instructions and
documentation with greater efficiency

Clear management dashboards
– the Roambi SAP Analytics app
provides managers with key store
performance metrics

Staff learning and
development – upskill
employees with easy
access to relevant training
materials and educational
interaction via iPad

Instant insight – managers
can scan product barcodes
to see the sales performance
of individual line items

Self-service for employees
– iPad empowers employees
to check their own rotas,
notify managers of concerns,
and communicate clearly
with colleagues

Simple staff scheduling –
managers can use Deputy from the
App Store to schedule staff and
alert employees of open shifts
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WHY SOFTCAT
FOR iPad?
As an Apple Authorised Reseller, we can
leverage our network of Apple specialists to
help you find the best way to harness the power
of iPad. Ultimately, we can help you deliver a
modern, future-facing approach within a retail or
hospitality environment.

Because we put people at the centre of everything
we do, we’ll prioritise seamless customer
experiences that help you differentiate your
offering – bringing together the best of both digital
and physical channels to drive tangible outcomes.
What’s more, because we have a deep
understanding of the challenges within the retail
and hospitality sectors, we’ll do everything we can
to help you keep pace with change in the most
efficient way possible. With end-to-end lifecycle
support services from initial consultation and
preparation through to device refresh, as well as
our dedicated in-house Apple Practice, we’re with
you every step of the way.
We work closely with leading mobile device
management (MDM) providers, such as Jamf, to
ensure you enjoy a seamless management, security
and policy experience across each and every
iPad. And with access to a host of application
development resources, we can help you create a
bespoke solution that meets your unique objectives.
Finally, because we also work directly with Apple
Financial Services, we can provide you with a
tailored financial solution that’s right for you. We
can incorporate AppleCare, Accessories and MDM
licences into the hardware lease as part of one
monthly payment – delivering everything you need
in one simple, predictable finance package.

THROUGH SOFTCAT’S NETWORK OF PARTNERS WE CAN HELP YOU DELIVER
ENHANCED, ENGAGING AND SEAMLESS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES WITH iPad.
CONTACT YOUR SOFTCAT ACCOUNT MANGER TO FIND OUT MORE.
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